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The minutes of Thursday 26th  January 2012 have been adopted as an agreed true record of that 

 Meeting   
 

Proposed:  Russell Kelly           Seconded: Alastair Bullions 

 

 

FORTH CRUISING CLUB 
 

Minutes of Committee Meeting – Thursday  23rd  February  2012 
 

 

 
The meeting was brought to order at 1930. The Commodore in the Chair 

 

As R.K. had another appointment later that evening his report was given precedence: See 

under R.C. CLUBHOUSE (below) 

 

Membership Applications -  Moira Hoyes reported: 

 

Memberships to be offered  

Membership Confirmed Ron Bremner(Burntisland) & David Gilchrist (Aberdour) 

New enquiry  

 

 

 

New and Active Items 
 

 

Comment 

COMMODORE 

 

Defective lighting 

D.S reported that the defective lighting on the south façade was now working. 

Starter’s box 
Denis was awaiting the attendance of a contractor to provide a costing. 

Present   

D Sullivan 

P  Whetton 

J Hoyes  

R Kelly 

I K Girvan  

A Thomson 

K Maguire 

C Scrivener 

G Scrivener 

A Bullions 

 

 

DS 

PW 

JRH  

RK  

IKG 

ST  

KM 

C.S 

G S 

AB 

Commodore  

RC Piers & Moorings 

Secretary 

RC Clubhouse (Part of Meeting) 

President 

Vice Commodore 

Social Convenor 

Treasurer 

RC Club Boats 

R.C. Cruising Convenor 
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Open Day/Raft Race 
 D.S also suggested that any proposal for an open day this year, should be disregarded following the event 

having been held over three consecutive years but then suggested that the club should enter a team in the 

‘Daft Raft Race’ on the 18
th

 August. This was considered to be a splendid suggestion G.S & K.M 

volunteered to further investigate the proposal. 

 

VICE COMMODORE 

 

Racing  
S.T. said that he had placed the racing programme which was biased towards inclusive activities for 

parents and children and devised to make racing activities more fun, on the website. He produced a 

laminated sheet of the schedule which he intended to place on the ‘Racing’ notice board 

 

Starter’s Hut 
This was addressed by both D.S and S.T but with a warning from G.S. that it was necessary to make 

changes prior to the sailing season, but It was decided to carry the matter forward C/F 

 

OOD’s 
Sandy reported that he was undecided how the OOD’S should be appointed to cover the racing schedule.  

Initially he was minded to impose the duties as he had the previous year, however, Moira Hoyes, Ian 

Girvan and Denis Sullivan all signalled their willingness to assist. No firm decision was made at this time.  

 

Handicaps 
 

S.T. stated that it was essential that all boats should take part in club races (against the H/C given to them 

by the FYCA.) These could then be tweaked to reflect the performance of individual boats. Ian Girvan 

commented that as soon as you moved away from the given H/C then they  no longer applied. 

Some discussion followed this but Sandy wished to ‘draw a line in the sand’ and start afresh. 

 

Talk on racing rules 
Sandy confirmed that he had made arrangements for someone to come to the club on Thursday29th March 

to give a talk on the subject. This would mean moving the next committee meeting to the evening before 

i.e. Wed 28
th

 March. 

 
CRUISING CONVENOR 

 

Cruising Programme. 
Alastair confirmed that he had now completed the cruising program. 

 

Fife Regatta. 

At a recent Meeting of east and central Scotland sailing development group (ECSS) which he had recently 

attended, Alastair reported that Dalgety Bay no longer wished to host this year’s Fife Regatta (20
th

 May) 

and had given that meeting an undertaking to raise the matter with the F.C.C. He subsequently set out the 

basic format for the event: 

Boats split into three classes Fast Handicap/Slow Handicap/White sails* 

It was agreed that we would host the event, the club would be responsible for the general administration of 

the races, including: setting courses, OOD duties and general support.. Alastair said that he was going to a 

meeting of the ECSS  the on the 6th of March.  

* For those of you, who like me didn’t understand the term, the Commodore explained that this refers to boats without spinnakers. Thanks Denis! 
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R.C. CLUBHOUSE 

Storm damage. 
R.K. reported that he was awaiting the attendance of the roofer (Colin Buchanan ) whom he indicated was 

aoften difficult  to pin down, this was agreed by others. Moira Hoyes said that she found it easy to contact 

him and undertook to do so if the committee wished her to This was agreed. (Post meeting note: Moira 

Hoyes has contacted .C.B. who has agreed to provide a cost for replacing the ridge tiles, with similar – the 

originals no longer being available - while concurrently replacing any slipped slates.) 

 D.S. undertook to speak to the agent for the leaseholder to determine their considerations and ascertain the 

Insurance ramifications. 

 

Damp Patch 

 
K.R. said that he intended undertaking exploratory works over the forthcoming weekend in an attempt to 

get to the root of the problem.  D.S. volunteered to assist. 
 

 

 

R.C. PIERS AND MOORINGS 

Mast stowage 
The temporary fixing measure was still in place and would be replaced with something more permanent in 

due course. 

 

Turf 
The small area at the bottom still un-turfed will be completed in the spring. 

 

Garden Power Tower. 
The equipment necessary to modify the lamp post had now been obtained and Kevin Russell would 

undertake the necessary work in due course. 

 

Middle Pier. 
P.W. reported that the configuration for 5 new spaces (one unallocated) had been laid out at middle pier. 

Similarly, 10 new dinghy mooring eyes have been placed on the pier. Additionally, a chain and associated 

3 sinkers have yet to be placed in the harbour, specifically for the dinghy moorings. 

 

North Pontoon. 
This had now been recovered from the beach and re-secured in its proper position. However, its mooring 

arrangements will need to be repaired by welding. c/f 

 

Mooring arrangements. 

As directed the Secretary had written to the respondent asking what he saw as the resolution to the 

problems with the moorings and where he considered the various responsibilities lay. His reply had been 

circulated to committee members. After some discussion the R.C. Piers and moorings asked if his 

submission could be changed to a committee submission thereby giving it greater weight at the Spring 

G.M. This was agreed. 

 

Mooring layout plans. 

 
The2012 layout plans for both Brucehaven and Middle Piers have now been promulgated 
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Chain 
PW reported that he and G.S. had purchased a stock of Chain for those wishing the convenience of 

purchasing their requirements from the club. 

The stock comprised: 

388m  x 12mm (bright metal)for resale @ £5/m                       

 

200m x 10mm  (galvanised)  for resale  @ £4.50/m                  

 

Bright steel shackles, 16mm pin            @.£4.00ea.       

             

PW undertook  to provide the Sec with an email relating to the matter for dissemination 

 

  

R.C. CLUB BOATS 
 

 

Web site 
G.S reported that the current photograph hosting site (slide.com) will close down soon. 

The photographs have now been re-organised and transferred to “Wordpress” who host the club’s website. 

This has been possible as we have been given more storage space (12.5GB) from “Wordpress”. 

G.S. and Ms.Colette Mengiles have been working on a new layout for the website to make navigation 

easier, to bring the look of the site up to date and to take full advantage of the new platforms now being 

offered by “Wordpress”. 

  

TREASURER 

 

N.N.T.R. 
 

SECRETARY 

 

Rates 
JH confirmed that he had completed and returned the annual bid to be zero rated for local authority rates 

and now awaited confirmation of their decision. 

 

Condensation 
The Secretary reported that on several occasions when Moira Hoyes had visited the Club over the past 2 

months she had found either running condensate and/or ice developing on inside glazing. D.S commented 

that the heating had originally been set to come on twice a day but members had corrupted the timing 

schedules on a number of occasions.  J.H. therefore proposed that the boiler controls be fitted with a frost 

protection thermostat, set at say 15deg C to overcome the problem. D.S. undertook to speak to the firm, 

who had fitted the boiler. 

 
 

SOCIAL CONVENOR 
 

Fondue – Fun-do 
K.M. Reported that: the arrangements for a 1970’s themed fondue evening were being developed but the 

event was short of potential participants and fondue sets. Kirsty asked the Sec if he would circulate a 

further email to the membership seeking their support. This he undertook to do. 
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Cooker 
K.M. asked if she might buy a new cooker, the existing equipment having reached the end of its useful life. 

This was agreed and Kirsty was advised to look in the range (excuse the pun!) £300 to £500 and if possible 

to buy it through the web site’s ‘Easy Fundraising’ scheme. 

 

Dinner/Dance 

K.M. said that even at this distance she was looking at various venues for the event, after some discussion 

over both venues and types of band/genre of music no firm decision was taken but Kirsty was encouraged 

to continue in her efforts. Kirsty said that she would also welcome any ideas from the membership 

 

 

 

 

WORK TO BE UNDERTAKEN 
 

ACTION ITEMS 
 

Sponsor 

Place electrical socket on south façade C/F July/11 
 

D.S. 

Sealing of Window frames  

D.S. said that he had undertaken to place mastic between the window 

frames and window ingoes once again when the weather improved.  In 

hand 
 

D.S. 

 Secure  the fridge  with a hasp and staple C/F July/11 

 

G.S. 

Decoration  - resolve the problems of the damp patches   

(See R.K.’s Report) C/F July/11 

 

R.K. 

Trophies C/F 

C/F Nov/2011   

ST 

Teach –ins C/F 

C/F Nov/2011   

 

ST 

 

Harbour Trusts 

S.T. reported that discussions at the F.Y.C.A. Meeting had also covered 

this topic. He reported that both the clubs at Dunbar and North Berwick 

had successfully formed Harbour Trusts to look after their interests, 

suggesting that we should attempt to do the same C/F July/11  

S.T. 

Starters Hut 

Repair/ replace  C/F Nov 2011 

S.T. 

Trophies –repair 

r C/F Nov 2011 

S.T. 

Replacement of power plinth  

The new plinth was now to hand and will be fitted in the near future. C/F 
July/11 
 

PW 

Place Steel Bench to end of pier 

 Patio Furniture - recoat with preservative oil  C/F July/11 

P.W. 
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Fit North Davit with an electric motor  C/F July/11 
 

P.W. 

Basement Store - Roof replace C/F July/11 
 

P.W. 

 

AOCB 
 

The Commodore raised the subject of what the response had been to the poll of members regarding 

the passing of all members’ email addresses to the committee. 

The Sec Replied that there had been 19 Members for the idea    20.2% of the membership 

                                                            3      “      against               3.2%  of the membership 

And 2.1% of the membership who requested that all members should have access to the database. 

In View of the results the Sec believed that there being no clear cut decision that the status quo 

ante should prevail. However when the matter was put to the vote he was overruled in both this 

and in giving all members access. 

 

 

The meeting closed at 21 17 hours 

 

 

The next meeting will take place on Wednesday 28th March 2012 starting at 

19:30 hours 

 


